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Abstract : Considering the idea that the consutueni quark mass Is the dressed ^um Of 
current quark muss and dynamicul quark mass, and using the standard values of current quark 
masses we obtain approximate values of constituent quark masses, which aie then used in our 
extensively studied Dcthe-Salpeiei-reduced potential model. We find that tlie mass formulas 
become much simpler for liiieur potential ar with zero anomalous magnetic moment <^), the values 
of a' in the linear potential being (1/5). Also, some of the quantities can be related to each other 
and the match with expenmental dam is good.
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1. Introduction
The relativistic QCD suggests that there arc three types of effective quark masses [1], These 
are the dynamically generated quark mass due to non-perturfeative quantum 
chromodynamic cloud of gluons, the current quark masses related lOiCurtent divergences and 
large momentum transfer events, and the constituent quark masses associated with hadrons. 
The constituent quark masses are given by (2,31, the dressed sum of dynamical and current 
quark masses. Elias etal [1 ] have shbwn that hadron masses can be understdod on the tiaai$ 
of quark mass additivity by choosing the dynamical quark mass /w<jyn as 320 MeV which lies 
within the theoretical value of = 29(K320 MeV generated through <(M : q(x) q (y ): 
10 >[4-6].
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Recently we have studied in detail the light and heavy mesons within a scalar-vector 
model of quark confinement where the spin-dependent force between quarks is given by the 
non-relativistic reduction of the Bethe-Salpeter equation into the Breit interaction [7-14]. In 
these work, we tried to understand especially the S and P wave meson spectra, the spin- 
orbit interaction and the quark masses. The quark masses were free parameters^ Moreover, 
wc gave only the results of comparative studies with different potentials, e.g. linear, 
harmonic and power-law.
In the present work, we consider the linear relation among the three types of ouark 
masses in order to fix the constituent quark masses. Wc find that the quark masses obey 
simple empirical relations. Moreover, in this study we consider a linear potential model 
because it has met with much success. 'Vc fix s^ omc of the parameters like the quark 
anomalous magnetic moment (A) and the quantity V/' in the linear potential 'ar ' on the Jbasis 
of some physical arguments. Interestingly, one can obtain relations among different phjkical 
quantities because the mass formulas take simpler forms. \
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 wc discuss the quark mass. In 
Section-3 wc describe the potential model. In Section 4 wc give results and discussions. In 
Section 5 wc give the concluding remarks.
2. The quark masses
Wc use the result that the constituent quark masses are dressed sum of dynamical and current 
quark masses [2,3] given by »
nu = nir (I)
The values of current quark ma.sscs are obtained from current algebra and QCD spectral sum 
rules ( QSSR ) in different hadronic channels which are found to give estimates of light and 
heavy current quark masses [15]. Assuming m,^  = nij we have
= 0.012; and nif^  = 4.67 (GeVs). (2)
However, for jf-quatk we choose the current mass to be m , = 0.182 GeV [16] because the 
pi^iction of Narison [15] on seems to be very large. The addition of ndn-perturbaiive 
scale of 0.320 GeV gives the values for the constituent masses of u, c and b quarks as
mu = 0.332 ; m, = 0.502 ; = 1.77 and = 4.99 (GeVs). (3)
On the basis of the quark masses given in eq. (3), wc can observe some empirical relations :
= jOeV; m, = — ;
m, = 5m„; = I5m„. (4)
Now, using cq. (4) the sum of quark masses are given by 
niy m, = 0.833,
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+ n\, 2,
m„ + lUfj » 5,33 (GcVs). (5)
These values compare well with the earlier predictions 112] which arc 0.84, 2.02 and 5.36 
GeVs respectively. Thus wc find that the quark masses obtained by us arc based on the 
relations between three types of quark masses suggested by QCD and are in conformity with 
the results of an earlier paper which shows some similarity as well as phenomenological 
connections with PCAC results cited in the work of Chakrabarty and Deoghuria [12]. Since 
ihed, 5, c\ b quark masses are integral or half-integral multiples of «-quark ma.ss, the whole 
picture becomes aesthetically more appealing. Accordingly, there arc two types of matter— 
non-Strange and strange, similar to two types of particics-bosons and fermions. Thus cq. (4) 
gives
rn„ : m^j : m ,. = 2 : 2 : 3 ,  
niy : nif ' inf, 3 : 10 : 30,
: m„ + m, : ni^  : m„ + m/, = 4 :5 : 12 : 32,
7  ('"< - "h)  = ^  K - ' " J  = ^
(6)
(7)
(8)
Thus we find that the constituent quark masses as well its their differences obey approximate 
idaiions if they arc obtained from cq. (1). using the known values of current and dynamical 
Lluark masses.
3, The BS reduced scalar-vector potential model
The potential model we are considering here is discussed in detail elsewhere [8-10]. We 
choose the potential as
( 10)whcpc V, (r) = 0.25 (r).
V, (r) = 0.75 (r).
and ^ (4/3) o;. a,, is the strong interaction coupling constant.
Here
r(r) = o r  = ( in GeV unit). ^cont V / ^
The spin-dependent part of the potential is [61
V  = — (A ,F,(r)t.5 + A2F,(r)T,j + X,Fj [r )S, .S2\,
( 11)
( 12)
(13)
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where mi and are the masses of the quarks and antiquarks respectively. We have Hi» 3/1, 
^2== 1/12 and Ai = 2/3.
3, L S-states ofquarkonia
Using the mass formulae for a meson [9], the mass of the 5-wavc vector and pseudo-scalar 
mesons for linear potential with A = 0, a = 1/5 and T] = 1/4 arc given by
My “ Wi + mj + +
6 m, mj
and
Mp -  ^^ 2 ■*“ ■1/-^ 2m^ ni2
[y'rav|v^(0)|^ + (14)
y ; r a X 0 ) |^  + ^'5)
2 2Using cqs. (14) and (15) we can calculate Af,., Mp and .
3.2. P-states of quarkonia
For a linear potential with A = 0, a= 1/5 and 77 = 1/4 the radial functions take the forms  ^
k
(r) =
J7 /  ^ 3* ^ 1
 ^ 2()r
F-^  (r) = —
 ^ lOr
Hence F\ { r \ F i ( r )  and F3 (r ) arc related by 
F,(r) = 2 [/Tj(r) -  Bf,(/•)].
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
Also, the masses of the three ^Lj levels 1, 2) and the mass of t h e l e v e l  M\ are
reduced to the forms [8]
« .  = » -  -  4  ( V i-niQ \r  /
(7 ) (7 )’
r (7 )  ^ l i i z  (-)■
M, = m' -
M. = m' +
(20)
(21)
(22)
Ineqs.(IO), (I l')iind (l2)orrer. [8], is tncomccly printed and should be read 4H!
and M[ * OT' — u  /i .y' 20iZ \ r l
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(23)
»
And A?i -  which is the difference between the centre of gravity of states and '/*i mass, 
is given by
JHy -  m : =
15mg \ r /
The spin-orbit part of the confining interaction is given by [ 10]
j ( ; ) '<  = -  ^® 40m^
(24)
(25)
We also obtain the expression for A n , A12, Ai^ , and ^ as
A ,  =  AniQ \ 7 ) ’ ( 2 6 )
A = ^ l 4 \  + ' / ' V ( 2 7 )
7 / ^ 20m  ^ \ r / ’
A  = / i \ ( 2 8 )
"  ^ \ r / '
7 )  *  ^  ( ; ) • (29)
- V  ( n  =niQ
2k
( 7 ' (30)
3
20niQ ( ^ ) - ( 3 1 )
Thu^ , we find that A n, A \2 and A 13 obey a relation similar to that satisfied by F\, Fi and F-s 
(cf. eq. 19) and is given by
^3 •  (^2)
We also find that  ^and (V*^ ) are related by
2(S'/r) = 3[(V'/r) + (K"). (33)
Now, using Jw  ex^ssion for and given by the scaling relation [10] we can write 
cqs. (20) -  (3)) in the fMtowing fonns;
I(X) S Chakrahart)'
= m' -
= ni' -
A/, = ni' ^
m : = m' -
2k Cy
feCj Q -5/3
2m^ ^ 40(2)'/  ^ •
IkCy 3C2 -5/1
\{)mQ ' 200(2)'^ ^
20(2) iTT
/ ^2 “-V3 ^=: ---- i::—^ ni .'I ~ Ml — iT^ wir»I I 15(2)1/3 Q so ’
A,  =
2m n
?ikCy C2
^ + -----S tt mr
Inin 20(2)
= IL
10(2)1/3 ’
-5/3
I /V' kCy
2m,
I
{'f") = -
Q 20(2 )
kC^
-5/3
(?
I jS '
m,Q
>»Q ' '■
3C
20(2)
2 ,,,--V3
I/? "'e
(34)
(35)
(36)
(37) 
:!(38)
(^9)
(40)
(41)
(42)
(43)
(44)
Interestingly, we have simple relationships among different quantities for cc and 66, which
arc:
(45)
(46)
also wc can see lhai (A/, -  (^ i ” ^\)hf  conneclcd by a simple
relation obtained from cqs.(4) and (24) as
( " ' -  « .■ )„- .
(47)
Considering (X7, -  W,')^ = 5.4 MeV. We get from eq.f47) -  W,')^ * 33.67
MeV. Next considering eq, (25) for in a similar way, we have
(M, -  M X -  = (M, -  M 'X  (Mso) ^  . (48)
For {^ M^ o = "* 7.7 MeV given by experimcnial data, eqs. (47) and (48) give  ^*
48.01 MeV, It will be easy to apply this model to the study of decays [13,14],
4. Results and discussion
The quantities C|, Q, h for non self conjugate mesons, Ci, C2 for self-conjugate mesons or 
Cj, C2, for P-states cc and bb arc obtained from input masses of mesons as in the work 
ol Dcoghuria and Chakrabariy [10]. In earlier work, there were 17 parameters ( rj, )3, A, A, ; 
Cl, CV b ; Cl, C2 ; C|, C2, C3 ; m„, nij, m/,) whereas in the present work, we have
11 parameters ( t), A Cj, C2, b\C\,  C2 ; Ci, C2. C3 ; wi„). The leptonic widths for \jf and y 
have been taken to be input for calculating 1 V'(O)!^  ^ and l*^ (^0)|j[,-. The QCD scale parameter 
(A) and scalar-vector fraction ( 77) have been lake^ i to be free parameters. The quark masses 
and oihcr parameters arc given in Table I. For linear potential, the choice of a = (1/5) GeV^
'I'ublc 1. Purameicrs used in Table 2 and 3 arc given here.
A sca la r-vec to rm o d elo f quark-mtiqucirk bueraction etc , 101
I l^l'amcters Quark inus,*;c.s 
(GeV.s)
Input leptonic widths
V -  or 1 Lcplonic width of = 4.6 KeV
(1 = 1/5 (GeV unit) 1'"r7= 3 ixptonic width of y= 1 22 KeV
/ J=l 1=2
A= 0
/A = 0.100 GeV
5
If!,. = 3
n = 0.25
ntf = 60
Non-seir conjugate itksoiis ■
C| =-0.01856 C2 = -2  12419 h =0.95388
SclFconjuguie itiesons (5 state):
C, = -0.249218 : C2 -  2.812694 
1 P-state.s of scir-eonjugaic mesons :
C| = 0.164.504 C2 = ^'0.5416 C3 = 0.271033
lollows from the string model of hadron [17,18]. The quark anomalous magnetic moment A 
>s taken to be Eero because there is no evidence for a non-zero value. Moreover Weinberg has 
argued in a recent work that quarks should have no anomalous magnetic moment 119]. The 
<^ ivlculaiai values of masses of vector and pscudoscalar ( mesons and m I -  A^are
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given in Table 2. We find that the overall match the data is good. However, the lesuUs 1$ bad 
for light mesons which is not very unlikely because this model should work best for heavy
Table 2. Predicted ma$ses of vector (M y), pseudoscnlar (M^) mcRonfi and hyperfine f^ittings 
-  A)^ ) along with experimental data ore given here.
Hyperfine Experimental M p Expert mentnJ M l - M l Experimental
Meson Sym­
bols (Af^ M
(MeV) damCMeV) (MeV) data (MeV) OeV^ data (MeV)
(A « ) 7S1.66 760 276.76 139 .488 0,573
892.00 892 530 36 494 .514 0.551 j
i:
1042.85 1020 753.58 .520 \
2007.20 2007.2 ± 2 1 1864 60 1864.6 ± 0 .6 .552 0.552 \
"\
( / . F ) 2173.05 21I3±8 2045.42 1970.5 ± 2.5 .538 0.569 ± 0.06
{ b \ b ) 5319.17 5266.39 5277 9 ± l .l .559
( b \ b  )
X X
5488.28 5438.38 543
{ b \ b  )
C ( 6660.26 6616.96 .575
( W 60307.67 60303.03 .560
( r * . r )X  S 60477.67 60473.18 .544
61652.01 61647 43 .565
64989.94 64985.58 .567
3097.00 3097 2983.00 2983 .693 0.693
< r.% ) 9829.20 9460 9777.90 1.006
 ^ Input
quarks. The results for Estates are given in Table 3. The quantiticjs J7| -  M/ and
match with the data quite well. Further A n , A 12, A^ ,^ 
show correct behaviour [8],
5« Conclusions
Thus we find that we have suggested a simpler potential model in which the parameters arc 
less in number compared to our earlier work [10]. We find that ^  model gives rdalions 
among various quantities and can explain the mass spectra of 5  and P states.
A smhf^veciar mtxki c f  qmirk^mtiqmtrk mtemcUm etc, m
T«Mr 3, the pnedtcted fmft& i of »P, suiteu. A?, -  A f f v t t h i c s m K i cC m A  i f i m ^  
vt ottnuericiii valties of expectation vjOues of different quaathiexreipifttdfhrcateHla^ 
RpHttinguMRgthekiK>wnnia8nesofthree3tyieveiof r f  as input fd rp m iie im g iM W t 
fiipiH niaiueR for cr are given in ref [8].
Predicted
vidue(MeV)
Expcriniemal 
value (MeV)
Predicted
vakje(MeV>
M\C FSO
M.1
Y1
r
i n
r
3456.41 
68.98 
-77.60 
23.311 
121,667 
103.467 
75.044 
-46.622 
15.5 2
3525.4 ± 0.8 
0+
-25.9 t  1 I
10112.92
11.05
-12.44
6.431
27.584
16.580
14.721
-12.862
24.871
9 m .t± is  
5.4 ± 1.5 
- 7 J ± 2 .l
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